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1. Introduction. Consider a linear system described by the function

u(t) satisfying the linear differential equation

(1.1) «<»> + ai(0«°'-1) + • • • + aN(t)u = 0,

where the ai(t) are continuous functions of t in an interval [0, T\.

The initial conditions, M(*'(0)=Ci, i = 0, 1, • • • , TV—1, then deter-

mine the function u(t) uniquely. The situation is, however, much

more complicated, and therefore interesting, if we allow multipoint

conditions of the type

(1.2) «(<<)= Ci,       i = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,N,

where 0 ^ h ^ t2 ̂  • • • ^ t^. Coincidence of the ti corresponds to con-

ditions on the derivatives of u(t). A very elegant result due to Poly a

[l] (see also Beckenbach and Bellman [2] for further discussion and

references) resolves the problem of determining when (1.2) deter-

mines u(t) for an arbitrary set of ^-points.

From the standpoint of identification theory, we are asking that

observation of the system at any N isolated times in the interval

[0, P] allow us to prescribe the behavior over the entire interval.

There are many ways of extending the scope of this problem. We can

consider more general systems described by more general functional

equations, such as differential-difference equations, partial differ-

ential equations, or nonlinear equations, or we can treat more gen-

eral types of "observations."

We shall pursue the latter path here. In place of (1.2), consider the

N conditions

(1.3) f   u(t)<j>j(t)dt = bj,       j=l,2,---,N,
Jo

where the <bj are given functions. We shall show that the solution of

(1.1) is determined in this fashion, provided we impose certain condi-

tions on u(t) and the <bj. These conditions are closely allied to the con-

dition imposed by Polya, condition W.
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2. Preliminaries. Let {«y0)}> i=li 2, ■ ■ ■ , N, be N linearly in-

dependent solutions of (1.1). Write the general solution in the form

(2.1) w = zZcMt).
»-i

Then the integral conditions of (1.3) reduce to the system of linear

algebraic equations

N /. T

(2.2) 2Z d 1    UiiOfriOdl = 6y,       j = 1, 2, • • • , N.
>=1        ^ 0

The determination of a unique function u(t) satisfying both (1.1)

and (1.3) has thus been converted into an examination of the non-

vanishing of the determinant

(2.3) I    Uiit)(bjit)dt ,        i,j = 1, 2, • • • , TV.
I •f o

To study this question we invoke an extremely useful determinantal

identity

I CT I
I    Ui(t)4>j(t)dt\

I J o

1   /*r rr
(2.4) = —- • • • 7>0,, t2, ■ ■ ■ , ts, u)

N\ Jo Jo

• Piti, t2, ■ • ■ , In, <b) dtidt2 ■ ■ ■ dtx,

where

«lOl)       «l0«)   •  ■ • WiOjv)

(2.5) Pih,h, ■ ■ ■ ,iN,u) =     ■ ,

uNih)    uNih) ■ • ■ UnQn)

the Polyan of the TV functions MiO), ra2(i), • • • , unit).

In the case N = 2, the symmetry of the integrand in (2.4) about

the line ti = t2 permits us readily to conclude that

(2.6) J    Uiit)<bjit)dt   =   J     J  P(h, t2, u)Pih, ts, <b)dtidt2.

In general, we can conclude that
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J     Ui(t)<t>j(t)dt    =      f J    P({h ■ ■ ■ ,In,u)

•P(/i, ■ ■ ■ , tN, <j>)dtidt2 ■ ■ ■ dtff.

This relation is the key to what follows.

3. Cebysev systems. Let {u{(t)}, x = l, 2, • • • , TV', be a set of N

linearly independent continuous functions. We say that it is a

Cebylev system in [0, 7'] if every linear combination,  22< c?=^0,

(3.i) f(t) = £ cMO,
.=i

has at most TV zeros in [0, T]. A basic result (see Gantmacher-Krein

[3]) is that a necessary and sufficient condition for {w,} to be a

Cebysev system is that

(3.2) P(h, t2,---, lN, u) ^ 0

for any set of ti in [0, T] satisfying the condition

(3.3) 0 ^ h < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < lN g T.

It follows that P has the same sign in this region.

Examples of Cebysev systems are {/*}, i = 0, 1, • • • , TV—1,

{exp(\<0}, Xi < X2 < X3 < • • • < XjV.

Sometimes the oscillation condition is easy to verify; sometimes the

determinantal condition.

4. A sufficient condition for identification. Using the foregoing re-

sults, we can assert:

Theorem. If any particular set of N linearly independent solutions

of (1.1) is a CebySev set in [0, T] (and hence every such set), and if the

<j>j are a CebySev set, then the conditions of (1.3) determine u(t) uniquely.

It is clear that this condition on the solutions of L(u) =0 is a char-

acteristic value condition. For example,

(4.1) u" + u = 0,

satisfies the condition in [0, P] if T<2w, but not for T^2ir, as

M = sin / shows. In general, we can assert that L(u)=0 satisfies the

condition if T is sufficiently small.
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A VOLTERRA EQUATION WITH A VERY
SINGULAR KERNEL1

E. L. ROETMAN

For continuous, or mildly singular kernels, the Volterra equations

of second kind can be solved with a Neumann series which converges

for the entire complex X plane. The purpose of the present note is to

show, by studying a special case, what can happen if the kernel is

very singular. In particular, we find that the equation can have

finite spectral values, in fact the circle | X| = 1 can be a natural bound-

ary for the resolvent kernel, and that it is not easy to describe a

"natural" domain and range for the operator in terms of the usual

classes of functions.

Consider the Volterra type integral equation for complex valued

functions of a real variable given by

(1) <b = a + Xk * <b,

where

(2) kit) = 0/7r1/2)r3'2 expOV/4 + i/t)

and * denotes the convolution,

f*g=   f fit - s)gis) ds.
J 9

(The study of the boundary value problem for the equation of vibra-

tion of elastic bars leads to the related equation
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